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EXT. ICE REGION PORTAL WORLD - DAY

Blizzard storm. Snowy Landscape. Cold and in the middle of 
nowhere.

FROZEN (Ice Elemental, Prince of the Ice Region, sad and 
scared) walks slowly as he tries to get through the storm.

FROZEN
Hellooooo?!

As Frozen continues to walk, a long snow trail is seen behind 
him.

FROZEN (CONT’D)
Anyone?!

The blizzard storm grows stronger. Frozen raises his hands in 
front of him.

FLASH!

A small ice shield appears, protecting Frozen. Little Frozen 
struggles as he continues to walk through the storm.

FROZEN (CONT’D)
I can’t... hold it!

The blizzard hits harder on the shield until...

BLAST!

Frozen’s shield breaks into little icicle pieces. Frozen 
falls to the snowy ground.

Holding his arms around him, the young Ice Elemental 
struggles to get up. He begins to cry.

FROZEN (CONT’D)
I’m lost.

Frozen raises his head.

FROZEN (CONT’D)
I’M LLLLLLOOOOOOSSSSSSSTTTTTTTT!!!

With tears in his eyes, Frozen looks around for any response 
to his call for help. Only the sound of the snow storm is 
heard.

Giving up, Frozen sits down in the snow and breaks down 
crying. He covers his head in shame.



A small ice cube forms around Frozen, closing him off from 
the storm, and allowing him to cry in peace.

Suddenly, a small silhouette appears in the background. The 
silhouette turns red, and begins to walk forward.

The red figure walks toward Frozen’s ice cube. Frozen 
continues to cry, not noticing the figure before him.

The red figure disappears, revealing to be FLAME (Fire and 
Lava Elemental, Princess of the Fire and Lava Regions, 
curious and happy). She leans forward and raises her fist.

KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK!

FLAME
Hello?

KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK!

INT. FROZEN’S ICE CUBE - DAY

Quiet and lonely.

Frozen finally stops crying and raises his head up.

FROZEN
Huh?

Frozen stares speechless at the little girl in front of him.

EXT. ICE REGION PORTAL WORLD - DAY

FLAME
Don’t worry! I’ll get you out!

Flame raises her right hand. A flaming aurora forms around 
it.

She gradually moves it inside the ice cube.

INT. FROZEN'S ICE CUBE - DAY

Frozen grabs Flame’s hand.

FROZEN
So warm...
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EXT. ICE REGION PORTAL WORLD - DAY

Flame gradually pulls Frozen up, causing the ice cube to 
melt. The two Elementals stare at each other as they continue 
to hold hands.

Flame smiles at Frozen as she holds onto Frozen’s hand 
tighter.

FLAME 
Come on!

Flame yanks Frozen forward, as they begin to run away 
together. She leads him into an unknown direction. 

Frozen doesn’t say a word, as he stares at the mysterious 
girl in front of him. 

Flame runs excitedly with a big smile on her face.

FLAME (CONT’D)
We’re almost there!

Flame runs faster, causing Frozen to do the same. A bright 
portal appears forward. 

The two Elementals jump into...

EXT. ICE REGION - DAY

Blue sky. Gentle snow fall. Fellow Ice Elementals are seen 
having fun, socializing, and playing in the snow.

The portal closes behind the young Elementals. Flame finally 
let’s go of Frozen’s hand.

FLAME 
Is this where you belong?

Frozen looks around for a second. He looks back at Flame and 
nods his head. 

FROZEN
How come you weren’t lost?

FLAME
Oh... because I’m free! I always 
travel wherever I want. Don’t you?

FROZEN
No.
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FLAME
Well maybe one day you will.

Flame raises her right hand for a proper handshake. 

FLAME (CONT’D)
My name is Flame. What’s yours?

Frozen grabs Flame’s hand and shakes it.

FROZEN
I’m Frozen.

FLAME
Cool. Well, see you around Frozen!

Flame forms a fire around her. She turns around, and begins 
to fly away in the sky.

Frozen walks forward.

FROZEN
Wait!

Suddenly, a portal opens. QUEEN RIME (Ice Elemental, Queen of 
the Ice Region, loving and worried) enters in the scene. 

QUEEN RIME 
Frozen!

As the portal closes behind her, Rime rushes to Frozen, and 
grabs him up. She holds him tight.

QUEEN RIME (CONT’D)
Oh my precious son, don’t you EVER 
scare mommy like that again, do you 
hear me! What were you thinking, 
running away from my hand and 
rushing into the Ice Region Portal 
like that?! Something could’ve 
happened to you!

FROZEN
I’m sorry mommy. I just wanted to 
play.

Queen Rime kisses her son’s cheeks. She rubs his hair.

QUEEN RIME
Your father, brother, and I were 
looking all over for you. But how 
did you get back home on your own?
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FROZEN
I saw an amazing light. She brought 
me back!

QUEEN RIME 
She?

Frozen quickly turns around and points to the sky.

FROZEN
There! 

The prince’s finger follows a bright flaming light, moving 
across the sky, like a shooting star.

FROZEN (CONT’D)
That’s her! 

Queen Rime stares at the flaming light with her son.

QUEEN RIME 
Fascinating...

Frozen is hypnotized, as he sees his new friend shining 
bright in the sky.

FROZEN
Flame.

EXT. SKY - DAY

Deep blue sky with no clouds in sight.

Flame smiles as she continues to fly fast in the sky. She 
looks back down to where she last saw her new friend.

FLAME
Frozen. I like that name.

FLASH!

And just like that, Flame and her fire are gone without a 
trace in sight. A small white star shines at the direction 
she headed off too.

Fades to black. 
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